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ISLAND PLAYGROUND
“THREE HOLES border oceanside cliffs with
dramatic lava outcroppings. If heights frighten you,
don’t even think about looking over the edge!”
– JACK NICKLAUS

Four Seasons Resort Lana`i is a secluded, oceanfront retreat on Hawai`i’s last unspoiled island.

EXPECTATIONS DELIVERED

itage is prominently displayed throughout the resort with
Polynesian art, including an authentic outrigger canoe
dating back to the early 1900s in the main lobby. The
resort’s guest rooms and suites are set in a series of lowrise buildings spread along the Pacific coastline and surrounded by native botanical gardens.
“We appreciate the lofty expectations guests demand,”
continued Ashworth. “Once a project is completed, planning starts anew on the next improvement.
“Golfers will notice the results of our new irrigation system. As you can imagine, burrowing through lava rock presented its fair share of challenges. Machinery tends to wear
down quickly and special order parts need to barge in from
Honolulu. With the mission complete, the course has never
looked better and we are using 20 percent less water.”
Next on the agenda is the opening of Lana`i at Koele
in 2019 to complement the existing oceanfront Four
Seasons Resort Lana`i.
“When our sister resort opens,” concluded Ashworth,
“we will offer two distinct island experiences delivering
Four Seasons service.” ■

Four Seasons Resort Lana`i offers a simpler pace of life
that reflects “Old Hawai`i.” The island’s culture and her-

For more information, please visit FourSeasons.com/Lanai.

ISLAND OF LANA`I: A survey of private club members
reveals three deciding factors that determine a vacation
destination. In descending order of importance: (1) someplace new, (2) someplace warm, and (3) outdoor activities that extend beyond golf.
“I think Four Seasons Resort Lana`i delivers on all
counts,” said Scott Ashworth, director of golf. “We only had
seven days of weather last year that impacted play. I can
count on one hand how many rain checks we issued.
“Lana`i is an island meant to be explored. In addition
to our oceanfront Jack Nicklaus Signature design, popular
day trips include backcountry Jeep tours, horseback riding
through green upcountry, deep sea fishing, and helicopter
tours,” detailed Ashworth. “Probably the resort’s most
unusual opportunity is a visit to our 14-station sporting
clay course. One visit and you’ll understand why U.S.
News & World Report, after evaluating 24,000 luxury
properties, picked Four Seasons Resort Lana`i as the best
hotel in America.”

“OUR EXCLUSIVITY is similar to the very best private clubs around the world. Tee times are rarely needed
and often you will feel the course is yours for the day.” – SCOTT ASHWORTH, DIRECTOR OF GOLF
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